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Serial Killer Coloring Books
Star Wars has journeyed us through the galaxy for many years. This Star Wars Adult Coloring
book takes you on a spaceship through the stars and YOU can bring color to the galaxy with a
colored marker, pen or pencil. This book includes Star Wars drawings from true Star Wars
fanatics. Close your eyes, take a deep breath and open them into the galaxy beyond what you
ever thought was possible. May the force be with you!

MeadowHaven
Colour in your own fantasy with this very NSFW colouring book. Bizarre and kinky fetishes of
all kinds, depicted in clear, bold lines. Draw your friends in obscure positions. While you're at it,
play try to find the pussy.' This adults-only colouring book will make you laugh and blush. Truly
egalitarian, The Fetish Colouring Book contains equal amounts of both naked women and
naked men. It is a perfect gift for nearly every occasion.'

The Llama Sutra
Relax and find peace as you color beautiful fairies in this enchanting coloring book by
bestselling coloring designer, Selina Fenech. You'll love spending hours of peace and calm
bringing these artworks to life with color. Leave your worries behind, grab your favorite pencils
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any fairy lover, Fairy Magic by Selina Fenech is filled with stunningly beautiful fairies in
whimsical settings, befriending dragons and wizards, or guarding enchanted doorways. Selina
Fenech's coloring titles have 1500+ 5-star Amazon Reviews and sold over 100,000 copies. A
favorite among the adult coloring community, discover the elegant design, inspiring scenes,
and sense of magic that makes Selina Fenech's books so popular. Be calm, be content, and
awaken your inner magic. Coloring has become famous for its calming power and benefits for
mental and emotional health, in adults and children. Relieve anxiety while you release your
inner artist, and amaze yourself with the masterpieces you can create adding color to these
magical designs. 25 unique artworks x 2 copies of every artwork. This book includes an extra
copy of each of the 25 images, for a total of 50 pages to color in, so you can try different colors
or mediums, share with a friend, or have a back-up in case of an oops, so you can have a
stress-free experience. Page size is a large 8.5 x 11 inches, 'Letter' size, approx. 22 x 28 cm.
Images on one side only, framed within the page, not full bleed. Coloring for all ages, beginner
to advanced. With a balance of intricate design and simpler elements, these images will satisfy
adults and experienced colorists without being overwhelming to beginner artists. Parental
discretion advised for younger artists as some books may contain artistic/concealed nudity or
sensual imagery. Explore the complete 'Fantasy Coloring by Selina' collection to find your next
artistic adventure. You'll find a whole world of magic with 20+ coloring books in fantasy themes
from mermaids to fairies, dragons to unicorns, goddesses to gothic witches, and the totally
cute Faedorables books. Selina Fenech has been a world renown fantasy artist for over fifteen
years, and has carefully illustrated these coloring designs herself based on her original fantasy
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Captive
How to get rid of overthinking and stress? By coloring! Relax your mind and stop worrying so
much. This coloring book has over 20 coloring pages with mindful inspiring quotes for you to
color. Take in the messages as you unwind and be in the moment. Meditate while coloring the
beautiful patterns. Unique Design 20 Coloring Pages Single-sided pages Color Testing page
A4 Format, 8.27" x 11.69" Let off steam and have fun! This Anti Anxiety and Stress Relieving
coloring book makes the perfect gift for a birthday, a retiring coworker, White Elephant, Yankee
Swap and Christmas and is a funny gag gift for Secret Santa. Give it to a friend or family
member who seems a bit stressed out and who can take a hint. You'll have a lot of fun. Grab
one now!

Serial Killer Coloring Book
Julien I'm a hit man, an assassin. A deviant by all accounts. I never pretended to be the good
guy. She was the opposite. But the minute she pulled the curtains back and saw my face,
watched me screwing the blonde who happened to be my next mark, she sealed her own fate.
There could be no witnesses, ever. Imagine my surprise when I turned up to take care of her
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she had a price
on her head. Her stepbrother wanted her and he wanted her alive. I'd never been one to pass
up an opportunity to collect the kind of money he was offering, especially if I could have some
fun while I was at it. It just never occurred to me she’d be anything more than my next mark.
Mia “Curiosity killed the kitten.” I'll never forget the look in his eyes when he said those words.
When I watched them from the window, I didn't suspect for a moment that he'd seen me, that
he was watching me back. Not while he was doing what he was doing to the woman on her
knees before him. But then she turned up dead, and he turned up in my hotel room, waiting for
me in the dark. I didn't think for one second him being there that night would save my life. I'd
been on the run for two years, but my stepbrother had finally caught up with me. Or his two
thugs had. Finding out I had a quarter-of-a-million dollar bounty on my head convinced Julien I
was more valuable alive than dead. But to collect it would mean returning me to my
stepbrother, who had sworn to make me pay for what I'd done. Julien was cruel. He was
merciless. He scared the crap out of me. But there was something else, something he never
wanted me to see. Inside, he was broken, like me. My stepbrother was wrong if he thought I'd
ever let him get his hands on me again. I had no intention of allowing that to happen, even if it
meant I'd have to sleep with the devil to survive. And I had no doubt Julien was the devil.

Doctor Who Coloring Book
Toilet Paper Monsters are here, and they'll soon empty out the shelves everywhere. Viva
Magnum presents this funny take on the current situation. Relax, enjoy, with this swear word
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Deviant
GIFT IDEAS - COLOURING BOOKS FOR GROWN-UPS - HUMOROUS Here I sit broken
hearted, had to sh*t but only farted. ---The Honey Badger Need a good laugh?! Then Pooping
Animals is just what you need. Indulge your inner child as you color imaginative designs long
held sacred by folks way more enlightened than you (but who probably also enjoyed a good
poop joke). Are you on a path to peace and a tranquil connection to the universe, or are you
just looking to color some pooping animals and relax after a long day? Good news: all the
above is achievable with this coloring book. Product Details: Silky matte finish cover design
Printed single sided on bright white paper Perfect for all coloring and paint mediums High
quality 60lb (90gsm) paper stock with full page designs

The Serial Killer Coloring Book
Murder - Here is a coloring book made for you.Where horror meets reality. An adult coloring
book not for the faint of heart!This unique coloring book features notorious deviants and bloodthirsty human monsters who shocked the world with their dastardly deeds.If true-crime
podcasts have ever piqued your curiosity or you find yourself fascinated by the accounts of
some of the world's most intriguing crime stories, you've undoubtedly wished you knew
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your own homes or wherever you feel the most creative.Meet the murderers up close and
personal. Color their faces. Look into their eyes. Feed your fascination and discover nuances
you might not have ever noticed before.In this serial killer coloring book, you'll find:30 drawings
of infamous serial killers.Accurate symbolism matching each killer and their crimes.The
birthdate, birthplace, and horoscope of each killer.Single-sided pages, so you don't have to
worry about bleeding colors.Horror and true crime fans are sure to find something that intrigues
them in this book. It makes for the perfect gift for fans of true-crime podcasts and serial killer
stories.This bone-chilling coloring book features illustrations of infamous serial killers such as:
Ted Bundydonald henry gaskingJeffrey DahmerGary Ridgwayalbert fishAnd many more

Criminal Minds
??? Coloring Book for Perverts and Deviants with Wild Dirty Vulgar and Funny Talk. ??? FOR
ADULTS ONLY! This book contains over 30 beautiful designs for coloring, all related to sexual
desires, together with vulgar words and sayings which will make you blush and laugh. These
coloring pages will help you relax and relieve all stress. ?? There are no strict rules here, but
try to be playful and inventive. Above all else, be inspired and satisfied with designs of beautiful
female bodies. ?? Put your own creative spin on some masterpieces! ? Features: ? 27
drawings for coloring, one-side only designs for the best possible experience, decorate with
markers, colored pencils, gel pencils or watercolors, handy 8.5'' x 11'' format, white, highquality paper, beautiful, glossy cover.
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Sobriety Coloring Journal
Let your imagination wander, swim and soar through an enchanted woodland kingdom in this
beautiful 54-page coloring book!

Toilet Paper Monsters Are Here: Swear Word Coloring Book
Are you easily offended? Then exit immediately! This book is full of the filthiest swear words
imaginable. If you curse like a sailor and don't give two f*cks about what people think, this book
is perfect for you! The book has 30 different pages to cover. The pages are single sided so you
can easily use markers and gel pens.

The Fetish Coloring Book
Picture yourself in a panorama of giant flowers, mushroom-shaped houses, grinning suns and
snoozing moons, with spaceships soaring between the stars. Thirty-one detailed scenes of
fantasy landscapes offer scope for imagination.

Hold on Let Me Overthink This - Stress Relieving Coloring Book
An authorized tie-in to the popular TV show Criminal Minds Most episodes of Criminal Minds
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looking for and provides some real-life examples. This book tells the story of those examples.
Published to coincide with the release of season five of Criminal Minds on DVD Organized by
type of criminal, including solo serial killers, sexual predators, and killers with famous victims;
and tells the stories of many famous murderers, including David Berkowitz, Jeffrey Dahmer,
Mark David Chapman, and the Zodiac killer Features photographs from the show Criminal
Minds: Sociopaths, Serial Killers, and Other Deviants is a fascinating, terrifying book about the
criminal minds who live among us.

Sometimes Life Sucks! - Adult Coloring Book
Perfect stress-relieving swear word adults only coloring book. 100 rude & creative swear words
designs with detailed abstract pattern background. Specifications: for adults only 100 unique
curse word designs - 100 pages 8.5" x 11" - Large Size white paper - 60lb / 90 GSM Soft,
matte paperback cover Made in the USA

Memos to Shitty People
Here is a coloring book made for you. Where horror meets reality. An adult coloring book not
for the faint of heart! This unique coloring book features notorious deviants and blood-thirsty
human monsters who shocked the world with their dastardly deeds. If true-crime podcasts
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The Vulgar Offensive Very Adult Coloring Book
Coloring has always been a way of relaxing me since I was a kid. It provided hours of quiet
time that I could just de-stress and take my mind off of anything that was bothering me. So why
not use this same de-stressing technique as an adult? Sometimes Life Sucks - Adult Coloring
Book will help you do that by providing 50+ beautiful designs. Choose a Mandala, Frame,
Animal or some of the designs with words. With over 50 you will definitly find something you
like! How would you like to color a design at work that says: My Boss Sucks or It's legal to
choke you before I've had my coffee. There are many more that are sure to please so get your
copy today and buy one for a friend! Sometimes Life Sucks - Adult Coloring Book is a fun book
to pick up when you need to de-stress or just something to make the time past. Anything that
will keep you from choking that annoying co-worker or spouse.

Color the Classics: Anne of Green Gables
Fucking Adorable Sweary Adult Coloring Book
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My Big Book of Curse Words
A deranged adult coloring book by magus Hannah Haddix

Humping Animals Adult Coloring Book
This Swear Word Sobriety Coloring Journal will help you become a Better Version Of Yourself!
Celebrate your life! You are much more than your addiction! Share all your inner thoughts and
start feeling better about yourself! This will be your accountability partner in this difficult
situation! 6x9 120 pages to help you track your day, affirmations, thoughts and mood Did you
remain sober? Check the box You can do it! End your Addiction and Start Living Life to its
fullest!

Pooping Animals
Colouring is for kids Right? But here you can colour illustrations based on the Tudor world and
read some facts from those times. Which wife was caught with a lover? Who committed
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Serial Killer Coloring Books 2020
Tired Of The Same Old Humdrum Mandala Coloring Books? Then it's time to turn the volume
to 11 and experience INSANE MANDALAS - The World's Hardest Coloring Book! Filled with 50
stress-inducing images of mind-blowing complexity this book will keep you busy coloring until
your fingers are numb and you can't see straight. WARNING: Some of the Mandalas are VERY
detailed and may require shading techniques. Each image is printed on its own page and is
suitable for framing. That is if you ever finish one.

Swear Word Coloring Book For Adults
Welcome to this one of a kind, humorous, funny, hilarious and silly adult coloring book! 24
unique illustrations for you to color! These unicorns will bring a smile to your face! They dance,
eat pizza, drink wine, get tattoos, spray paint, party, sky dive, ride rollercoasters and more!
Have fun coloring with these adorable and badass unicorns! Some special features are: * The
pages are one sided, so you can cut out the colored pictures for framing or gifts. * Each page
has a gray backing, to address any bleed through issues. * Each page comes autographed by
the artist. * All of the art is hand drawn and filled with original ideas. This coloring book makes
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XXX Adult Coloring Book
Serial Killer Fanatics - Here is a coloring book made for you. This is where horror meets reality.
An adult coloring book that is not for the faint of heart! The disturbing nature of serial killers
often makes you question everything you thought or believed about humanity. Yet our curiosity
and fascination can't help but attract us to them. This unique coloring book features notorious
deviants and blood-thirsty female serial killers who shocked the world with their horrific acts.
Now is your chance to immerse yourself into their dark, twisted worlds from the safety of your
own homes or wherever you feel the most creative. Meet the murderers up close and personal.
Color their faces. Look into their eyes. Feed your fascination and discover nuances you might
not have ever noticed before. In this female serial killer coloring book, you'll find: 40 drawings
of infamous female serial killers; Accurate symbolism matching each killer and their crimes;
The birthdate, birthplace, and horoscope of each killer; Single-sided pages, so you don't have
to worry about bleeding colors. Horror and true crime fans are sure to find something that
intrigues them in this book. It makes for the perfect gift for fans of true-crime podcasts and
serial killer stories. This bone-chilling coloring book features illustrations of infamous female
serial killers such as: Mary Flora Bell, Aileen Wuornos, Nannie Doss, Karla Homolka, Carol M.
Bundy, And many more! Pick up your favorite crayons or coloring pencils and enter the world
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Lady Killer Coloring Book
This coloring book book is full of sweary insults said by the cutest critters possible. From an
adorable raccoon calling someone a -cumstain- to a -Cunt-A-Saurus Rex-, you'll love these
filthy cuties! If you love to swear and love all things cute, you'll adore this book. The book has
30 different single sided pages to cover. Fucking Adorable-er, the sequel to this book, is now
available!! Find it here! https: //www.amazon.com/Fucking-Adorable-er-Critters-FoulerMouths/dp/1540859185

Tudor Colouring Book
Relax Your Mind With This Beautiful Sweary Adult Coloring Book. Sit down, relax and color the
heck out of this book! Stress Relieving Designs Sweary Words Single-sided Pages Suitable for
All Skill Levels Makes A Great Gift Buy Now And Start Your Journey To Relaxation. Scroll to
the top of the page and click the Add to Cart button.

Adult Coloring Book
Now updated with a new afterword, Captive is an emotional, ripped-from-the-headlines exposé
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Troublemaker and Lawrence Wright’s Going Clear. I am a mother whose child is being abused
and exploited. And I am not alone. In 2011, former Dynasty star Catherine Oxenberg joined her
daughter, India, at a leadership seminar for a new organization called NXIVM. Her then twentyyear-old daughter was on the threshold of starting her own professional life and they both
thought this program might help her achieve her dream. But quickly, Catherine saw a sinister
side to the program that claimed to simply want to help its clients become the best versions of
themselves. Catherine watched in horror as her daughter fell further and further down the
rabbit hole, falling under the spell of NXIVM's hypnotic leader, Keith Raniere. Despite
Catherine’s best efforts, India was drawn deeper into the cult, eventually joining an elite
“sorority” of women members who were ordered to maintain a restricted diet, recruit other
women as “slaves,” and were branded with their leader’s initials. In Captive, Catherine shares
every parent’s worst nightmare, and the lengths that a mother will go to save her child.
Catherine’s efforts finally led the FBI to take notice—and the journey is not yet over. A powerful
depiction of a mother’s love and determination, and with horrifying insider details never
revealed in any news story, Captive will keep you reading until the very last page.

The Big Butt Coloring Book for Adults
Murderino - Here is a coloring book made for you. Where horror meets reality. An adult
coloring book not for the faint of heart! This unique coloring book features notorious deviants
and blood-thirsty human monsters who shocked the world with their dastardly deeds. If truePage 15/26
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of some of the world's most intriguing crime stories, you've undoubtedly wished you knew
more. Now is your chance to immerse yourself into their dark, twisted worlds from the safety of
your own homes or wherever you feel the most creative. Meet the murderers up close and
personal. Color their faces. Look into their eyes. Feed your fascination and discover nuances
you might not have ever noticed before. In this serial killer coloring book, you'll find: 40
drawings of infamous serial killers. Accurate symbolism matching each killer and their crimes.
The birthdate, birthplace, and horoscope of each killer. Single-sided pages, so you don't have
to worry about bleeding colors. Horror and true crime fans are sure to find something that
intrigues them in this book. It makes for the perfect gift for fans of true-crime podcasts and
serial killer stories. This bone-chilling coloring book features illustrations of infamous serial
killers such as: Ted Bundy John Wayne Gacy Jeffrey Dahmer Gary Ridgway David Parker Ray
And many more! Pick up your favorite crayons or coloring pencils and sink your teeth into the
world of infamous serial killers today!

A Killer's Squad
This delectable & impolite coloring book is about to become one of your greatest small
pleasures. Printed on black paper, it introduces you to a whole new coloring experience. Your
designs will look incredibly vibrant and beautiful. And never worry again about coloring outside
the lines. It contains humorous and gorgeous one-sided pages with designs varying from
minimal to highly detailed where you'll find cute animals, leaves and abstract patterns uniquely
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many others. This Delectable Adult Coloring Book Features: Dozens Of Delectable Coloring
Pages Beautiful Designs To Relieve Stress & Have Fun Single-Sided Pages At 8.5x11
Animals, Leaves, Abstract Patterns And Hidden Little Things Includes Digital PDF Version Of
The Book Inside Includes A $15 Bonus Inside Some of the words you'll come accross: Dozens
Of Delectable Coloring Pages Beautiful Designs To Relieve Stress & Have Fun Single-Sided
Pages At 8.5x11 Animals, Leaves, Abstract Patterns And Hidden Little Things Includes Digital
PDF Version Of The Book Inside Includes A $15 Bonus Inside Bitch Face Douche bag Fuck
Motherfucker Bastard Screw You You're such a dick! Dumb piece of shit Go to Hell, Bitch! And
so many more! Find a cozy corner, pick a saucy word, grab your favorite coloring supplies and
enjoy this adult coloring journey.

Jesuits
In The Jesuits, Malachi Martin reveals for the first time the harrowing behind-the-scenes story
of the "new" worldwide Society of Jesus. The leaders and the dupes; the blood and the pathos;
the politics, the betrayals and the humiliations; the unheard-of alliances and compromises. The
Jesuits tells a true story of today that is already changing the face of all our tomorrows.

50 Shades Of Bullsh*t
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Fanatics
A very unique
coloring
has arrived.You
seen Jeffrey
Dahmer, Robert Berdella or Ted Bundy like this.Who said coloring books were exclusively for
children?There are monsters hiding in the darkness, and yet for some reason, our curiosity and
fascination can't help but attract us to them - our minds wishing to discover their philosophies
and our interest growing as we learn more of them.For many of these murderers, death
became more than just a crime: it became an art. An art which they practiced and enjoyed, like
the painting of a portrait, or the coloring of a book just like this one.In The Serial Killer Coloring
Book we shall provide you with:- 38 of the most famous serial killers brought to you in a way
you've never seen them before.- High-resolution images which will allow you to fill in the
smallest details and achieve the most realistic results.- Single-sided pages, with each image
given its own page to save you from worrying about the colors bleeding through and damaging
your next serial killer's image.- Very accurate symbolism to each killer, providing context to
their atrocious crimes and creepy stories.- The possibility of a fantastic gift for your friends,
family and loved ones who love the True Crime genre.So, what are you waiting for? Discover
this entirely fresh take on coloring books and tackle anxiety and stress in an incredible new
way with The Serial Killer Coloring Book.

Naughty Sex Words and Phrases Time-Out Coloring Book
GIFT IDEAS - COLORING BOOKS FOR GROWN-UPS - HUMOR Animals Gone Wild is a
hilarious adult coloring book illustrated by a group of deviant animals and published by a
hedonistic honey badger. Featuring 25 coloring pages full of carousing carnal creatures in
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FOR ADULTS ONLY. Product Details: ?Printed single-sided on bright white paper ?Premium
matte-finish cover design ?Stress relieving seamless patterns on reverse pages ?Perfect for all
coloring mediums ?Black background reverse pages to reduce bleed-through ?High quality
60lb (90gsm) paper stock ?Large format 8.5" x 11.0" (21.5cm x 28cm) pages

Fairy Magic - Whimsical Fantasy Coloring Book
A Stress-Relieving Hilarious Coloring Book * Do you have a terrible, incompetent neighbor? *
Does your annoying coworker never shut up? * Do you have to deal with shitty people every
day? * Are you trying to find an unique novelty gift for your best friend? Sometimes, you just
need to SWEAR at someone Join the foulmouthed masses and unwind with Memos to Shitty
People, an adult coloring book. Color designs featuring humorous and delightfully vulgar
phrases like "Seriously, Bitch?" and "Oh look the fuck-up fairy has visited!". Each page is
replete with cute innocent animals, hidden critters, beautiful flowers and foliage color away
while letting the steam out. Enjoy mindfulness and relaxation with this brilliant anti-stress
therapy, also the perfect gag-gift! This beautiful coloring book features: * More Than 30
Delightful Phrases to Color * Beautiful Designs with Intricate Details * Hidden Critters to Find
Amongst the Leaves! * Single-Sided Pages at 8.5 x 11" * Includes Digital PDF Bonus Inside
the Book Order now and get started. Your inner peace is waiting, and it has some choice
words for you. TAGS: adult coloring books, adult coloring book, coloring books for grown-ups,
coloring books for adults, coloring book for adults, adult coloring books swear words, adult
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Insane Mandalas Vol. 3
"Adult Coloring Book is absolutely a growing trend and consumers are really taking to the idea"
We live in a sea of energy where color is working within us. It shines with in our divine self, and
radiates upon us from the sun. Research and observation has shown us that specific colors
bring balance to our physical and emotional systems. Chromotherapy can easily be used as an
alternative to Chinese acupuncture, achieving the same results in unblocking meridians without
the discomfort of needles used in acupuncture.

Serial Killer Coloring Book
Coloring Book for Booty Lovers Featuring Sexy Girls With Big Butts Great Novelty Birthday or
Anniversary Gift With a great mixture of simple easy illustrations to color as well as more
complex coloring pages perfect to help you relax, relieve stress and put a smile on your face.
This entertaining coloring book will provide hours of stress relief through creative expression.
Each coloring page is single sided to help prevent bleed through, you can even cut out the
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39 Coloring Pages
(1 Coloring page per 2 page spread) Sexy Gift for Big Booty Lovers No Full Frontal Nudity Bujo
Heaven are pleased to offer this cute gift adult coloring book in various cover styles, please
take a look through our Amazon store by clicking on our brand name at the top. We also have
many different unique novelty gift notepads, journals, planners, guest books, diaries, coloring
books and sketch books for all family members for many occasions.

Coloring Book for Perverts and Deviants
Murder - Here is a coloring book made for you.Where horror meets reality. An adult coloring
book not for the faint of heart!This unique coloring book features notorious deviants and bloodthirsty human monsters who shocked the world with their dastardly deeds.If true-crime
podcasts have ever piqued your curiosity or you find yourself fascinated by the accounts of
some of the world's most intriguing crime stories, you've undoubtedly wished you knew
more.Now is your chance to immerse yourself into their dark, twisted worlds from the safety of
your own homes or wherever you feel the most creative.Meet the murderers up close and
personal. Color their faces. Look into their eyes. Feed your fascination and discover nuances
you might not have ever noticed before.In this serial killer coloring book, you'll find:30 drawings
of infamous serial killers.Accurate symbolism matching each killer and their crimes.The
birthdate, birthplace, and horoscope of each killer.Single-sided pages, so you don't have to
worry about bleeding colors.Horror and true crime fans are sure to find something that intrigues
them in this book. It makes for the perfect gift for fans of true-crime podcasts and serial killer
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Naughty Badass Unicorns Adult Coloring Book
Murder - Here is a coloring book made for you.Where horror meets reality. An adult coloring
book not for the faint of heart!This unique coloring book features notorious deviants and bloodthirsty human monsters who shocked the world with their dastardly deeds.If true-crime
podcasts have ever piqued your curiosity or you find yourself fascinated by the accounts of
some of the world's most intriguing crime stories, you've undoubtedly wished you knew
more.Now is your chance to immerse yourself into their dark, twisted worlds from the safety of
your own homes or wherever you feel the most creative.Meet the murderers up close and
personal. Color their faces. Look into their eyes. Feed your fascination and discover nuances
you might not have ever noticed before.In this serial killer coloring book, you'll find:30 drawings
of infamous serial killers.Accurate symbolism matching each killer and their crimes.The
birthdate, birthplace, and horoscope of each killer.Single-sided pages, so you don't have to
worry about bleeding colors.Horror and true crime fans are sure to find something that intrigues
them in this book. It makes for the perfect gift for fans of true-crime podcasts and serial killer
stories.This bone-chilling coloring book features illustrations of infamous serial killers such as:
Ted Bundydonald henry gaskingJeffrey DahmerGary Ridgwayalbert fishAnd many more
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Creative Haven Insanely Intricate Entangled Landscapes Coloring Book
CONTAINS ADULT LANGUAGE. IT IS NOT INTENDED FOR CHILDREN! Are you feeling
naughty and sexy? Well then grab your supplies and get ready to unwind and let your
imagination explode! 32 one sided pages, and they range in skill level!

30 SERIAL KILLERS Coloring Book
2018 GIFT IDEAS COLOURING BOOKS FOR GROWN-UPS HUMOROUS Waking up is the
second hardest thing in the morning. ---The Honey Badger The Llama Sutra is an Off-Colour
adult coloring book written by a group of deviant Sloths, Llamas & Unicorns. Featuring 35
coloring pages full of Lecherous Llamas, Suggestive Sloths & Uncouth Unicorns In Flagrante
Delicto. Laugh your a** off as you color this hilarious and irreverent coloring book for adults
only. Honey Badger Don't Give a Sh*t! Product Details: For adult only (NOT FOR CHILDREN)
Silky matte finish cover design Printed single sided on bright white paper Perfect for all coloring
and paint mediums High quality 60lb (90gsm) paper stock with full page designs Large format
8.5"x11.0" (22x28cm) coloring pages

The Quaquaversal Beastiary
A charming re-imagining of the beloved Anne of Green Gables novels, offering hours of
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“Color the Classics” line—a collection of books that allows you to color your favorite literary
classics for hours of fun and relaxation. Return to beautiful Prince Edward Island where young
Anne Shirley joins her new adoptive family. Follow Anne in her spirited adventures, as she
adapts to the joys and the heartache of her new life on a farm, as rendered here in Jae-Eun
Lee’s poignant coloring book adaptation of the classic Anne of Green Gables novel series. An
all-new Anne of Green Gables TV movie, starring Martin Sheen, is slated for release in early
2016, and is sure to reignite interest in this perennial classic!
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